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I will not deny but by the variation of painted Scenes, the Fancy which in these cases will contribute to its own
deceit may sometimes imagine it several places, with some appearance of probability; yet it still carries the
greater likelihood of truth, if those places be supposed so near each other, as in the same Town or City; which
may all be comprehended under the larger Denomination of one place: for a greater distance will bear no
proportion to the shortness of time, which is allotted in the acting, to pass from one of them to another; for the
Observation of this, next to the Ancients, the French are to be most commended. Cowley; as for the Italian,
French, and Spanish Plays, I can make it evident that those who now write, surpass them; and that the Drama
is wholly ours. Neander rejects the argument that change of place and time diminishes dramatic credibility in
drama. French drama led by Pierre Corneille strictly followed unities of time, pace and action. The French
dramatists interweave truth with fiction to make it interesting bringing elements that lead to fate and borrow
from history to reward the virtuous which he was earlier deprived of. Thunder, or of Swallows in a Chimney:
those little undulations of sound, though almost vanishing before they reached them, yet still seeming to retain
somewhat of their first horror which they had betwixt the Fleets: after they had attentively listened till such
time as the sound by little and little went from them; Eugenius lifting up his head, and taking notice of it, was
the first who congratulated to the rest that happy Omen of our Nations Victory adding, we had but this to
desire in confirmation of it, that we might hear no more of that noise which was now leaving the English
Coast. He relies heavily on Corneille - and through him on Horace - which places him in a pragmatic tradition.
They agree to measure progress by comparing ancient arts with modern, focusing specifically on the art of
drama or "dramatic poesy". They strictly adhere to the poetic justice i. Defends the English invention of
tragi-comedy by suggesting that the use of mirth with tragedy provides "contraries" that "set each other off"
and give the audience relief from the heaviness of straight tragedy. On the day that the English fleet
encounters the Dutch at sea near the mouth of the Thames, the four friends take a barge downriver towards the
noise from the battle. But since I have otherwise a great veneration for him, and you Eugenius, prefer him
above all other Poets, I will use no farther argument to you than his example: I will produce Father Ben to
you, dressed in all the ornaments and colors of the Ancients, you will need no other guide to our Party if you
follow him; and whether you consider the bad Plays of our Age, or regard the good ones of the last, both the
best and worst of the Modern Poets will equally instruct you to esteem the Ancients. While French plays hew
closer to classical notions of drama adhering to the unities of time, place and action , Neander steps in to
support English drama precisely because of its subplots, mixture of mirth and tragedy in tragicomedy , and
spirited, multiple characters. French use narration reporting by the characters to describe things that happen,
like battles and deaths, that Lisideius says are ridiculous when shown on stage. On the other hand, Neander
defends rhyme as it briefly and clearly explains everything. While these vast floating bodies, on either side,
moved against each other in parallel lines, and our Country men, under the happy conduct of his Royal
Highness, went breaking, by little and little, into the line of the Enemies; the noise of the Cannon from both
Navies reached our ears about the City: so that all men, being alarmed with it, and in a dreadful suspense of
the event, which we knew was then deciding, every one went following the sound as his fancy led him; and
leaving the Town almost empty, some took towards the Park, some cross the River, others down it; all seeking
the noise in the depth of silence. John Dryden Dryden wrote this essay as a dramatic dialogue with four
characters Eugenius, Crites, Lisideius and Neander representing four critical positions. Lisideius shows that
the French plots carefully preserve Aristotle's unities of action, place, and time; Neander replies that English
dramatists like Ben Jonson also kept the unities when they wanted to, but that they preferred to develop
character and motive. The essay is structured as a dialogue among four friends on the river Thames. Crites
argues in favor of the ancients: they established the unities; dramatic rules were spelled out by Aristotle which
the current-and esteemed-French playwrights follow; and Ben Jonson-the greatest English playwright,
according to Crites-followed the ancients' example by adhering to the unities.


